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In our globalised economy, important stakeholder groups nowadays hold companies responsible for the
social impacts they cause in their product chain through activities like child labour, corruption or
discrimination of employees. Many companies thus see themselves in need of a tool which can help them
make informed decisions about their social impacts throughout the life cycle of their products. The paper
presents lessons learned from four years of work with industry on development of a methodology for
Social Life Cycle Assessment and implementation in the industrial product chain. The Social LCA
methodology supplements the traditional environment-oriented LCA and the life cycle costing tools in
support of sustainability management addressing all three pillars of sustainability: people, planet and
proﬁt.
ß 2008 CIRP.

1. Introduction
A company has the possibility to inﬂuence the actions of the
different actors along its product chains, back in the supply chain
to its suppliers and their suppliers, and forth to the customer and
user, and to the disposal or recycling of its products (Fig. 1). This
possibility entails responsibility for a sustainable company, and
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is thus a relevant analytical tool for
sustainable engineering and management introducing the necessary life cycle perspective [1].
In our globalised economy, important stakeholder groups
nowadays hold companies responsible for the social impacts they
cause in their product chain through activities which may involve
child labour, corruption, discrimination and deprivation of
employees of their right to organize and demand fair working
conditions. Often, these impacts occur far from the company
headquarters, typically upstream in the product chain, but
examples exist where globalised corporations have been held
responsible by media and Non-Governmental Organisations for
poor working conditions, not only in their own facilities, but also at
their suppliers. The damage to their brand can be substantial, and
for companies who claim to be sustainable, sometimes irreparable.
This inspires companies to broaden their traditional focus on
shareholders to include a wider range of stakeholders through
adherence to voluntary sustainability principles like the Organisation on Economic Co-operation and Development, OECD’s Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises [2], the United Nation’s Norms
on the Responsibilities of Transnational Corporations with Regard
to Human Rights [3], the International Labour Organisation (ILO)
Tripartite Declaration of Principles Concerning Multinational
Enterprises and Social Policy [4] or the United Nation’s Global
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Compact [5]; trough participation in Social Reporting Initiatives
such as Global Reporting Initiative [6], or through application of
Managements systems, such as SA8000 [7].1 Issues like discrimination, child labour, corruption and fair working conditions all
reﬂect the company ethics, and there is a need for a tool which can
help companies prioritise their efforts in minimising social impacts
throughout the life cycle of their products.
LCA methodology has been developed over the last decades to
focus on the environmental impacts [1], and the basic principles of
Environmental LCA have been set in international standards [8,9].
Sustainability is, however, commonly recognized as having three
dimensions [10]:
 Environmental sustainability.
 Economic sustainability.
 Social sustainability.
Tools also exist for addressing the economic dimension of
sustainability along the product chain, e.g. in Life Cycle Costing
[11,12], but work on assessments of the social impacts in a life
cycle perspective is rather recent and has gained momentum only
over the last years [13–15].
The authors have been involved in the work with Social LCA
([15–17]), and here report on some of the central lessons learned so
far.
2. Lessons learned
Experience from Environmental LCA has inspired the development of the Social LCA methodology. The focus is still on the
product, and for many applications, the methodology should allow

1
Additionally, ISO is currently working on a standard on social responsibility (ISO
26000).
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impact can be severe and where more detail is needed in the
analysis.
2.3. Which impacts and how to quantify them?
In Environmental LCA, the impact assessment addresses the
impacts which the product system’s emissions and resource
extractions have on a number of Areas of Protection, which in
Environmental LCA are [22]:
Fig. 1. A company has the possibility to exert inﬂuence on the other actors in its
value chain.

aggregation of impacts over the whole life cycle. Sometimes there
are trade-offs between social and environmental impacts, an
activity which improves the social impacts may worsen the
environmental impacts and vice versa. When this is the case, it is
helpful if the analytical methodologies for social and environmental impacts are consistent and compatible so the social and
environmental impacts may be brought on a comparable scale.
2.1. Different uses require different tools
Like the Environmental LCA, Social LCA has been mentioned and
used in a number of different application types:
 Sustainability labelling of products or services.
 Sustainability management in a life cycle perspective [16,18].
 Sustainability assessment of technology choices [19].
The different scopes pose different requirements to the
methodology and even within one application type there may
be a diversity of needs. The company working with management of
the social impacts in its product chains may thus need tools
ranging from simpliﬁed tools of little data requirement for
screening of potential suppliers or of the whole product chain in
order to detect potential hot spots, to more comprehensive and
data-requiring tools for detailed assessments and documentation
of the improvements made in the life cycle of the products. Rather
than one tool, the company needs a toolbox with tools addressing a
variety of needs in the management practice. It is essential that
these tools be calibrated against each other so they all indicate the
same direction for social sustainability.
2.2. Importance of local speciﬁcity
From Environmental LCA the difﬁculty of addressing very
locally dependent impacts is well-known. The local dependence
means that the assessment requires site speciﬁc information about
the local environment or the conditions under which a process is
operated. Considering the number of sites potentially involved in
the life cycle, the environmental life cycle impact assessment is
normally done in a site-generic way, ignoring local or regional
differences in environmental conditions and susceptibilities [20].
Inventory information is largely based on generalised unit process
data, and speciﬁc data is only collected for the most dominating
processes in the product chain [21]. The most local impacts of all,
the human health impacts from exposure of the workers which
operate the production equipment, with a strong dependence on
the actual conditions of the process, are typically not included.
Social impacts are also strongly inﬂuenced by local conditions,
in particular by the company’s actual behaviour, and it is therefore
necessary to collect speciﬁc data for the companies in the product
chain. This is a cumbersome task, particularly for the companies far
back in the product chain, (the suppliers of the suppliers, etc.)
where one will typically have to resort to generalised data, e.g.
based on location of the company and line of industry. This is also
why simpliﬁed screening tools are needed in the Social LCA toolbox
to identify the hot spots of the product chain and focus the effort in
data collection on these parts of the product chain, where social






Human health.
Natural environment.
Natural resources.
Man-made environment.

While some of these are also relevant as Areas of Protection for
the impact assessment in Social LCA (notably human health, which
may be strongly inﬂuenced by the social impacts of a company), it
is clear, that they do not fully cover what we want our Social LCA to
address. An additional Area of Protection is needed covering
Human Dignity and Well-being, representing the value of a good
and decent life enjoying respect and social membership and with
fulﬁlment of the basic needs (access to food, water, clothes,
medical care, . . .) [16,23].
These Areas of Protection help us identify the types of impacts
which are relevant to consider in a Social LCA. Considering the local
nature of social impacts, the relevant impacts may differ from
company to company in the product chain. To ensure the relevance
of the Social LCA as a decision support tool, it must adapt to the
actual context by considering impacts which are speciﬁc to the
product or sector of industry, and to the company itself.
Grießhammer et al. [14] see the participation of stakeholders in
the deﬁnition of indicators to address as preferable. On the other
hand, the methodology must also include social assessment
parameters that express some minimum expectations to a
responsible conduct of business. The Social LCA therefore has to
address two types of impact categories, an obligatory and
predetermined set of categories which represents minimum
requirements to conducting responsible business, and an optional,
self-determined set which expresses interests speciﬁc to the
product manufacturer [16].
In order to facilitate international consensus on the obligatory
impact categories, they are typically based on the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights [24] as it has been translated into
global workers rights by the International Labour Organisation in
its conventions [25] and in the Tripartite Declaration of Principles
Concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy [4].
Examples of obligatory impact categories are [16]:





Discrimination.
Child labour.
Forced labour.
Freedom of association.

Whereas the obligatory impact categories are seen as truly
universal, the optional impact categories are much more dependent on the context of the company in terms of geographical and
cultural settings, and they also may vary from trade to trade.
Examples of optional impact categories are [15,16]:






Physical working conditions.
Working hours.
Minimum wage and beneﬁts.
Training and education of employees.
Development support towards local society.

From Environmental LCA we are used to measure only negative
impacts on the environment. The product itself may be beneﬁcial
to the environment, but the emissions and resource uses that it
causes throughout its life cycle only have negative impacts. This is
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different for Social LCA. Manufacturing can be an important social
activity accompanied by creation of wealth in the local community
through payment of workers and purchase from local suppliers,
training of workers, improvement of health among workers and
their families, etc. If performed in an unethical manner it may also
have strongly negative social impacts, through infringement on the
workers’ rights, employment of child labour, distortion of local
communities, use of bribery to create corruption, etc. The Social
LCA must be able to address as well the positive as the negative
impacts.
In Social LCA, the impacts may be quantiﬁed using indicators
which allow aggregation across the entire life cycle in accordance
with the ISO requirements known from Environmental LCA [8,9].
Different approaches are used for quantiﬁcation of the different
social impacts. Some of the positive impacts may be directly
quantiﬁed but for the negative impacts, and in particular in the
obligatory categories, a direct quantiﬁcation is often not meaningful. Violations of labour rights can be difﬁcult to prove, and the
absence of reported infringements or complaints may tell more
about inefﬁcient book-keeping than of the quality of the work
environment. Instead, the risk that negative impacts occur may be
gauged from the way that the company manages the relevant
activities as proposed by [16].
2.4. Relating social impacts to the product
In Environmental LCA the focus is on the environmental
impacts from the product system. These are caused by physical
ﬂows, and the Life Cycle Inventory collects and aggregates
information about physical ﬂows to and from all the processes
in the life cycle. Resources, materials and (semi)products enter,
and emissions and (semi)products leave the system. The fundamental unit of the product system in Environmental LCA is the
process, since this is where the actual physical ﬂows are
determined.
Social LCA addresses social impacts, and these are not
determined by physical ﬂows but by the way, a company treats
the people, it interacts with—its stakeholders. In Social LCA, it is
therefore the company rather than the process which is the
fundamental unit, and the inventory analysis is focused on the
conduct of the company towards its stakeholders (see Fig. 2).
Once evaluated, the social impacts of the different companies in
the product chain must be allocated to the product. In Environmental LCA the relationship between the process and the product
is of a physical nature: How large emissions and resource
consumption are caused by the processing of the product? The
aggregation of the contributions from the individual processes to a
total for the life cycle thus follows simple physical rules in
Environmental LCA.
In Social LCA it is less straightforward to link the behaviour of
the individual companies in the product chain to the product in a
quantitative way. Nevertheless, it is indispensable to decide the
weights given to each supplier in order to aggregate the social
impacts over the life cycle. It is clear that the performance of
companies, which play a large role in the life cycle, should
inﬂuence the product’s total impact more than companies which
only contribute little to the product, but how to measure the
contribution? There is not one objective answer to this question,
but a number of possibilities can be listed:
 Physical weight—the contribution to the physical weight of the
product.
 Cost—the contribution to the cost of the product.
 Value creation—contribution to the product’s value.
 Working hours—the time spent on the product.
The parameter on which to base the weight given to each
individual company must meet two criteria. First it must be
possible to get the information needed to determine the parameter
for all companies in the product chain. Second, and most

Fig. 2. In Environmental LCA focus is on the individual processes and the physical
ﬂows which they exchange with the environment. In Social LCA focus is on the
company and the impact that its conduct has on the stakeholders (adapted from
[16]).

important, the parameter must be relevant in a calculation of
the social impacts of the product.
The ﬁrst proposal, the physical weight, clearly meets the ﬁrst
criterion and just as clearly fails the second. The weight of the
different parts of the product cannot be justiﬁed as a relevant
allocation criterion in a Social LCA.
Both the second and third proposal can be seen as relevant
allocation parameters in a Social LCA. It seems fair that the
companies which contribute most to the value creation or to
the accumulation of costs along the product chain are also the
companies which should inﬂuence the social proﬁle of the product
the most. As regards the information needed for these parameters,
cost information can be sensitive for a company to pass on to its
customers, and the value creation can be difﬁcult to assess in a
consistent way for each link in the product chain.
3. Conclusion
With the globalisation of production, even simple products
often involve companies which operate in parts of the world where
the social impacts of their activities can be serious. Particularly
producers of consumer goods, who wish to protect their brand in a
very sensitive market, develop a natural focus on corporate social
responsibility, CSR, and broaden the focus to sustainability rather
than just environment.
Furthermore, there are often conﬂicts between environmental improvements and social impacts. Outsourcing of parts of the
production to developing economies will thus normally lead to
worse environmental impacts since environmental regulation
and infrastructure will be weaker or completely absent in the
developing economies. On the other hand, the outsourcing
creates jobs and trains local workers, and employment leads to
increased welfare in the local economy. These are the two sides
of economic growth, and if we only look at the environmental
impacts, we miss the full picture. The economic growth caused
by outsourcing of production to a developing economy may be
positive even from a narrow environmental perspective, if the
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outsourcing is done in a responsible way. The increase in welfare
and material security will allow the local citizens to act in a
more sensible way rather than erode their local environment in
an attempt to meet their immediate needs. Nonetheless, very
little work has so far been performed on the development or
application of Social LCA, which is crucial to allow companies to
fully consider sustainability. Several projects are, however, ongoing (see [15] for a review) and ﬁnalised methodologies are
still to be presented. Under the joint Life Cycle Initiative of the
United Environment Program, UNEP and the Society of
Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry, SETAC to ‘develop
and disseminate practical tools for evaluating the opportunities,
risks, and trade-offs associated with products and services over
their whole life cycle’ [26], a task force has been dedicated to the
discussion of and establishment of consensus on the methodology for Social LCA [14].
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